Abstract. The present paper investigates a particular structure in Taiwan Mandarin, "(NP) + (intensifier) + gei 3 ta 1 "give him/it"+ adjective" in terms of construction grammar. The structure is mostly observed in utterances of younger generation. Though it is not regarded as a grammatical or standard structure, it is still a register of language. The structure lays emphasis on speaker's attitude toward an undesired, unpleasant event. In most cases, the attitude tends to be negative. The events or propositions must have existed or been completed. The adjectives compatible with this structure belong to category of higher degree. The grammatical usage illustrates semantic bleaching of gei 3 ta 1 . And the changes from giving to a grammatical particle denoting subjective belief is a kind of subjectification. Moreover, ta 1 could refer to events or situation expressed by a more complicated grammatical structure, or denotes nothing as a dummy word. Though many previous studies paid attention to the newly developed structure resulted from language contact, the adequate account was not provided. It is hoped through this investigation, we will get a better understanding of this particular structure.
Introduction
Taiwan Mandarin is the result of language contact between Mandarin Chinese and Taiwanese Southern Min(TSM). There have been plenty of investigations on novel usages brought about by influence from TSM, including Kubler(1985) , Tsai(2002) and Zeng(2003) . However, these previous investigations mainly focus on the differences between Mandarin and Taiwan Mandarin. Few efforts were made to provide an adequate account on these newly emerged sentence structures. In the present paper, I am going to be concerned with one particular construction which are newly developed structure. In modern Taiwan Mandarin there are two particular structures evoking gei 3 ta 1 . One is descriptive expressions, "gei 3 ta 1 + adjective". The other one is resultative structure, "verb + gei 3 ta 1 + complement". These two sentence structures could be regarded as the result of language contact. The former structure is more novel and is confined in ordinary utterances of younger generation. Instead of their content meaning of a giving verb and the third person pronoun, gei 3 ta 1 function like an infix for the purpose of denoting speakers' undesired and unpleasant attitude toward on the event mentioned. The corresponding combination of giving word and the third person pronoun in TSM do not have the similar function. Thus, he present paper aims at pinning down the function and features conveyed by the construction "(NP) + (intensifier) + gei 3 ta 1 + adjective" in TM from the perspective of construction grammar proposed by Goldberg(1995 Goldberg( , 2006 . Through careful investigation on this novel structure, it is proven once again that language has its own life. It will be influenced by surrounding languages and has its own development. The data used as examples are attracted from, mainly blogs, internet and radio programs in Taiwan. The paper is organized by the following parts. Chapter 2 tackle with the function and features of the structure "(NP) + (intensifier) + gei 3 ta 1 + adjective", including its syntactic variations and features of the compatible adjectives, the function of gei 3 ta 1 , the reference of ta 1 . Chapter 3 is conclusion.
2. The structure"gei 3 + ta 1 + adjective" in TM
Construction meaning
Based on Goldberg (2006) , grammatical constructions are conventionalized pairings of form and function. She claims that constructions bear specific function, especially idiosyncratic structure. 1 While verbs are important in semantics of a construction, construction also denotes certain kind of meaning. Moreover, CG claims that different surface structure spells different meaning. Furthermore, CG also take information structure and pragmatics into consideration. In the step of mapping from semantics to syntax, not all roles in frame are necessarily profiled in surface structure. Some could be omitted if they are recoverable from the context or they are of no importance in information.
In this study, I am going to investigate the newly developed construction in terms of CG on account of the following reasons. First, this construction is signified by its characteristics. This structure amplifies speaker's emotive evaluation on undesired or unpleasant event or situation. The event or situation must be realis. That is to say that, it must be fact. Second, the adjectives compatible with this structure must be adjectives with higher degree. General adjectives are seldom found in this structure.
There are two kinds of special structures evoking "gei and intensifier is more flexible. These degree adverbs come before or follow after gei 3 ta 1 . The structure in question is featured with the following quality. First, the structure expresses speaker's subjective evaluation. Second, the goal of evaluation is factivity. Third, the adjectives tend to be negative in most cases, though the positive ones are compatible.
The concept of subjectivity here is defined as that a construction or a particular item should make reference to speaker for its interpretation. Take the following pair of sentences as a example (Smet and Verstraete, 2006: 367) .
( 4 )a. Mum won't let us go out tonight. I asked her but she said we had partied more than enough this week. b. Judith won't be late. She never is. In (4) a, won't expresses Mum's unwillingness to give permission to them to go out at night. In(4) b, won't describes speaker's judgment on the matter that whether Judith is likely to be late or not. The speaker reasons on the basis of Judith's previous behavior. Because it "refers to a judgment by the speaker rather than an action or a characteristic of one of the clausal participants" (Smet and Verstraete, 2006: 367) , sentence (b) is subjective while sentence (a) is not. In the concept of subjectivity the speaker should be included in the interpretation. Take the following "minimal pair" sentences as examples. ( 5 ) Ah! Drive Xiaohei out have a little danger Ah! Driving Xiaohei(black car) is a kind of danger. In these minimal pair sets, sentences b are more general while sentences a manifests the emphasis of speaker's emotion. Though sentences b also indicates speaker's evaluation on the matter talked about, the addition of gei3ta1 specifies the matter being judged. In (5) a the evaluation of "complication" is based on speaker's understanding of his field of study, and in (6) a "danger" is a judgment from speaker's knowledge of the car or of the person will drive the car. The interpretation of the evaluation should make reference to speaker's understanding of the real world. In this construction, gei 3 and ta 1 do not keep their respective original function. It carries more grammatical meaning, especially pragmatically. On the one hand, gei 3 ta 1 could be regarded as an expletive. In English, there is also expletive to stress the emotion of speaker, such as bloody in perbloody-haps, inde-bloody-pendent. Macmillian(1980) claims that infixing is emotive stress amplifier and semantically neutrual. The additional insertion entails emotive factors, such as taboo violation, vehemence, (dis)approval, playfulness and irritation. On the contrary, Adams(2001 Adams( , 2004 argues that the inserts add lexical meaning to their matrices in addition to emotive intensity. In addition to emotional intensity, it also conveys lexical meaning, such as humor, which depends on its relationship to verbal context at the same time. Growing numbers of examples suggest that the rules of infixing and interposing are changing and more flexible. gei 3 ta 1 in TM, like bloody in English functions as an expletive to stress emotion. It seems that gei 3 ta 1 is empty in meaning. But through careful investigation, it implies lexical meaning.
The adjectives in the construction
The differences between sentences of these "minimal pairs" lie in the attachment of gei 3 ta 1 . There is no difference in lexical meaning between the two sentences of the same pair. That means gei 3 ta 1 is not an obligatory. Like the expletive in English, gei 3 ta 1 not only involves the amplification of speakers' emotion, it also has its own lexical meaning. With regard to its function as an emotive stress amplifier, gei 3 ta 1 changes a detached report of an event into an expression of personal involvement, especially speakers' unpleasant and undesired feeling. In these pairs of sentences above, sentence a conveys more than sentence b in terms of speakers' subjective attitude and emotive reaction toward the event being mentioned.
According to Shetter(2000) , Spanish, French and German have ethical pronoun to express speakers' caring. However, in other languages ethical pronoun is first person pronoun. Fogsgaard(2005) claims that what the ethical dative does is "to introduce the enunciator directly in the reference scene of the utterance and so put an extra stress on the interest taken in that scene, the evaluation regarding the emotional importance of the event." Gei 3 ta 1 involves two subparts in meaning. One is the source, that is the speaker. The other is the goal of giving, the event or situation being evaluated. In spite of the loss of content meaning of gei 3 ta 1 , the addition of it reminds addressee the existence of addresser and event. Gei 3 Ta 1 is somewhat like an ethical dative which highlights speaker's implication. Traugott(2003:125) interprets subjectivity as the way in which natural languages, in their structure and their normal manner of operation, provide for the locutionary agent's expression of himself and his own attitudes and beliefs. Finegan (1995) holds that language expresses not only objective consideration on preposition but also speakers' perspective, affect and epistemic modality. In addition to stress on speaker's subjective emotion, the structure in question profiles speaker's position in utterance reference scene by which speaker has much closer correlation with his utterances.
The reference of ta 1
Though gei 3 ta 1 carries more pragmatic function, in order to have sufficient understanding about its essence, it is absolutely crucial to figure out its lexical meaning. The reference of ta 1 will be discussed firstly. Regarding to the antecedent of pronoun, tamostly negative. In some cases, the third person pronoun could refer to an event or situation but in other cases ta 1 does not denote anything like a dummy word. The path of change could roughly depicted as: transfer of object > evaluative situation > textual/metalinguistic meaning > subjective attitude toward proposition The adequate and explicit path of grammatical change needs deeper investigation. On the other hand, there is still another way to account the change. One of the reviewer suggests that gei 3 ta 1 could be analyzed semantically as a two-place predicate with an event argument and an individual argument, representing as the following : lamda lamda_x [SP_NEG_ATT(e) & High-Degree (e) & Theme (e,x)] The reason why gei 3 ta 1 is followed by adjective is that the degree of the event must be specified as a high scale. The analysis provides another perspective to explain this structure. It deserves further investigations. Moreover, the motivations for the change are also another issue which deserve further research. It is assumed that the newly developed structure originates from Taiwan Southern Min because in Taiwan Mandarin the functions of gei 3 could correspond to ka 7 in TSM. However, the adequacy of the assumption needs further study.
